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Theoretical Kinetic Study of the Formic Acid Catalyzed Criegee Intermediate Isomerization: Multistructural Anharmonicity and Atmospheric Implications
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Abstract
We performed a theoretical study on the double hydrogen shift isomerization reaction of a six carbon atom Criegee intermediate (C6-Cl), catalyzed by formic acid (HCOOH), to produce vinylhydroperoxide (VHP), C6 − Cl + HCOOH → VHP + HCOOH. This Criegee intermediate can serve as a surrogate for larger CIs derived from important volatile organic compounds like monoterpenes, whose reactivity is not well understood and are difficult to handle computationally. The reactant HCOOH exerts a pronounced catalytic effect on the studied reaction by lowering the barrier height, but the kinetic enhancement is hindered by the multistructural anharmonicity. First, the rigid ring-structure adopted by the saddle point to facilitate simultaneous transfer of two atoms does not allow formation of as many conformers as those formed by the reactant C6-Cl. And second, the flexible carbon chain of C6-Cl facilitates the formation of stabilizing intramolecular C–H···O hydrogen bonds; this stabilizing effect is less pronounced in the saddle point structure due to its tightness and steric effects. Thus, the contribution of the reactant C6-Cl conformers to the multistructural partition function is larger than that of the saddle point conformers. The resulting low multistructural anharmonicity factor partially cancels out the catalytic effect of the carboxylic acid, yielding in a moderately large rate coefficient, \( k(298 \text{ K}) = 4.9 \times 10^{-13} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \). We show that carboxylic acids may promote the conversion of stabilized Criegee intermediates into vinylhydroperoxides in the atmosphere, which generates OH radicals and leads to secondary organic aerosol, thereby affecting the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere and ultimately the climate.
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I. Introduction

Criegee Intermediates\(^1\) (CIs) are formed in the ozonolysis of unsaturated volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and their fate affects the composition of the troposphere.\(^2\) CIs with an alkyl group in the syn-position can undergo unimolecular 1,4-hydrogen shift reactions to form vinylhydroperoxide (VHP), which decomposes to yield OH and vinoxy radicals. This isomerization can also be assisted by important atmospheric species like H\(_2\)O and organic acids. In addition, CIs can isomerize leading to dioxirane (DIO),\(^3\) and in case of endocyclic alkenes, to secondary ozonide (SOZ) formation. The resulting species can further oxidize in the troposphere to form highly oxidized multifunctional compounds (HOMs),\(^4,5\) which is currently considered as a major pathway for ambient secondary organic aerosol (SOA) production. In the atmosphere, SOA contribute to scatter and absorb sunlight by growing cloud condensation nuclei, affecting the balance of solar radiation in the Earth.\(^6\) The current mechanism assumes the key step to form HOMs is the unimolecular isomerization of CIs via 1,4-hydrogen shift to form VHP. A detailed understanding of the processes involved in HOM formation\(^4,5\) is crucial to model the formation and evolution of SOA.\(^7,9\) Despite their importance, the atmospheric reactivity of CIs is not fully understood, especially that of large CIs which have multiple potential product pathways available. Many of these large CIs are environmentally important biogenically derived species, thus being of special interest.

Previous studies have investigated the reactions of formic acid with simple CIs. For the reactions

\[
CH_2OO + HCOOH/CH_3COOH \rightarrow Products \tag{R1}
\]

and their analogues with CH\(_3\)CHOO, Welz et al.\(^10\), measured rate coefficients of the order of 10\(^{-10}\) cm\(^3\) molecule\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) at 298 K for the overall CI loss, which quantifies the total CI decay without specifying the reaction pathways and products. They concluded that carboxylic acids may play a more important role in the loss process for CIs than previously assumed, and suggested that rate coefficients of different sized CIs and carboxylic acids are of the same order. The catalytic effect of HCOOH was used by Liu et al.\(^11\) to explain the results of their VUV photoionization experiments on the reaction

\[
CH_3CHOO + DCOOD \rightarrow Products \tag{R2}
\]

and those with (CH\(_3\)_2COO and CH\(_3\)CH\(_2\)CHOO. They measured a 50% yield of deuterated VHP and did not observe the formation of hydroperoxy ethyl formate, which results from the
association of the CI and the acid. These results were attributed to the carboxylic acid, which enhances the formation of VHP. Due to their pronounced catalytic effect, carboxylic acids will promote the formation of VHPs in reactions like R2 and consume CIs, especially in areas rich in these acids like forest, urban and marine areas, also acting as a source of OH and SOA precursors. However, this scenario is currently uncertain for larger CIs, such as those formed in the ozonolysis of monoterpenes, for which detailed rate coefficient measurements are still lacking.

This work focuses on the 1,4-hydrogen shift isomerization reaction of the six carbon atom Criegee intermediate hexanal-6-oxide radical, hereafter C6-CI, catalysed by formic acid to form VHP

\[
C_6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH \tag{R3}
\]

C6-CI can serve as a prototype with a common structural unit to that of stabilized CIs (SCIs) formed from many abundant monoterpenes and other key biogenic VOCs. Thus, we chose a stabilized C6-CI and the reaction R3 as a model to obtain insight into the chemistry of the SCIs formed from large and relevant alkenes, which are difficult to handle computationally. Other alkenes like 6-nonenal are able to generate a stable form of C6-CI too. The larger reactivity of CIs towards carboxylic acids compared to common atmospheric constituents like SO2 and NO2 makes the studied reaction important in the chemistry of the atmosphere; given the scarce data on large CIs, our study is useful to unravel their loss mechanism and fate, which are highly uncertain at the moment.

II. Computational methods. *Ab initio* and rate coefficient calculations.

The hybrid density functional oB97X-D and the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set have been used for the optimization and characterization of the stationary points of the reaction \(C_6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH\), as well as to compute the minimum energy path, MEP, and the reaction valley. The energy of the stationary points was refined using the CCSD(T) coupled cluster method with the same basis set. The electronic structure calculations have been performed using the Gaussian-09 package.

The MEP was calculated over the range -2.0 to 2.0 bohr of the reaction coordinate \(s\), using a step size of 0.04 bohr in mass-scaled coordinates with a scaling mass equal to 1 amu, and the Hessian was evaluated at every step. The MEP was calculated using the Gaussrate-2016 code.
which is an interface between Gaussian-09\textsuperscript{20} and Polyrate-2016.\textsuperscript{22} With this information we calculated the ground-state vibrationally adiabatic potential energy curve, $V_a^G(s)$,

$$V_a^G(s) = V_{MEP}(s) + ZPE(s)$$

(1)

where $V_{MEP}(s)$ is the classical potential energy and $ZPE(s)$ is the zero-point energy at $s$.

The rate coefficient calculations for the reaction $C_6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH$ were carried out using Polyrate 9.5,\textsuperscript{23} MSTor code\textsuperscript{24} was used to account for multistructural anharmonicity. We used the multistructural\textsuperscript{25-27} canonical transition state theory with torsional anharmonicity and a coupled torsional potential, MS-T(C). The conformational rotational-vibrational partition function was calculated as

$$Q_{con-rovib}^{MS-T(C)} = \sum_{J}^{j} Q_{rot,J} \exp(-\beta U_J) Q_J^{HO} \prod_{\eta=1}^{t} f_{J,\eta}$$

(2)

The summation runs over the set of conformers $J$, $Q_{rot,J}$ is the classical rotational partition function, and $U_J$ is the energy defined with respect to that of the global minimum structure, set to $j = 1$. The factor $\beta$ is $1/k_b T$. $Q_J^{HO}$ is the normal-mode harmonic oscillator partition function, which is adjusted to introduce the torsional anharmonicity associated to the coupled torsion $\eta$ by the term $f_{J,\eta}$, and it is given by

$$Q_J^{HO} = \exp(-\hbar/2k_b T)[1 - \exp(-\hbar\omega/k_b T)]^{-1}$$

(3)

The singlestructural rotational-vibrational partition function for the conformer $j$ is defined as

$$Q_{con-rovib,j}^{SS-T(C)} = Q_{rot,J} \exp(-\beta U_J) Q_J^{HO} \prod_{\eta=1}^{t} f_{J,\eta}$$

(4)

The product term of Eqs. (2) and (4) is defined as

$$\prod_{\eta=1}^{t} f_{J,\eta} = (2\pi\hbar/\beta)^{t/2} \prod_{\eta=1}^{F-t} \omega_{J,\eta} \sqrt{\det D_j} \prod_{\eta=1}^{t} \exp \left( -\frac{\beta W_{J,\eta}}{2} \right) I_0 \left( \frac{\beta W_{J,\eta}}{2} \right)$$

(5)

where $\omega_{J,\eta}$ and $D_j$ are the torsion-projected normal mode frequencies and the Kilpatrick and Pitzer torsional moment of inertia matrices, respectively. $M_{J,\tau}$ are the local periodicity parameters for uncoupled torsions $\tau$, and $I_0$ is a modified Bessel function.
Using Eqs. (2) and (4) we can define the multistructural torsional anharmonicity factor $F_{X}^{MS-T(C)}$ for the reactants ($F_{R}^{MS-T(C)}$) and saddle point ($F_{SP}^{MS-T(C)}$) as

$$F_{X}^{MS-T(C)} = \frac{Q_{con-rovib}^{MS-T(C)}}{Q_{con-rovib}^{SS-T(C)}}$$

as well as the multistructural torsional anharmonicity factor for the reaction

$$F_{SP}^{MS-T(C)} / F_{R}^{MS-T(C)}$$

The vibrational frequencies were scaled by using a frequency scaling factor of 0.95728 to obtain a more accurate zero point energy and thus $V_{a}^{G}(s)$ curve, as well as for a better description of the torsional anharmonicity. To account for the quantum effects on the reaction coordinate we used the small-curvature tunneling (SCT)22 approach, obtaining the transmission coefficients $\kappa^{SCT}$. The final rate coefficient is calculated as

$$k^{MS-T(C)/SCT} = \kappa^{SCT} \Gamma k_{b} T \frac{Q_{elec}^{MS-T(C),\neq}}{\Phi} Q_{elec}^{MS-T(C),R} \exp(-\beta V^{z})$$

where the superscripts $\neq$ and $R$ stand for conventional transition state and reactants (for instance, $Q_{elec}^{R} = Q_{elec}^{HCOOH}$), respectively. The term $\Phi$ is the translational partition function per unit volume, which is calculated classically. The factor $\Gamma$ is the recrossing transmission coefficient, given by the ratio of the CVT rate coefficient to the TST one. The terms $\kappa^{SCT}$ and $\Gamma$ are calculated using the global minimum structures and the harmonic oscillator approach.

For the reactant C6-CI, the torsions corresponding to the dihedral angles O1-C2-C4-C7 ($\tau_{1}$), C2-C4-C7-C10 ($\tau_{2}$), C4-C7-C10-C13 ($\tau_{3}$), C7-C10-C13-C16 ($\tau_{4}$) and C10-C13-C16-O18 ($\tau_{5}$) (see Figure S1 of the supporting information for the labelling) are strongly coupled, thus the Voronoi method implemented in MStoR24 was used to estimate the periodicity parameters $M_{j,\tau}$ necessary to calculate the partition functions. The scheme NS:SC = 0:5 was used, where NS and SC stand for nearly separable and strongly coupled torsions. The torsion around the bond C16-O18 was not considered in the calculation of the multistructural partition function due to its large torsional barrier. To assign the values of the $M_{j,\tau}$ parameters for the reactant HCOOH we did not need the Voronoi method since there is only one dihedral angle $\tau$, H-O-C-H, which interconverts the two conformers found for this reactant. Thus, $M_{j,\tau}$ was set to 2 for the conformers $j = 1$ and $j = 2$ of HCOOH. For the calculation of the multistructural partition function of the saddle point...
we used the same torsional space as that used for the reactant C6-CI (see Figure S2 of the supporting information for the labelling). These torsions are strongly coupled in the saddle point too, thus the same scheme NS:SC = 0:5 was used for the Voronoi method.

III. Results and discussion

The zero point energy (ZPE) corrected potential energy profile depicting the consumption of C6-CI at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p)//ωB97X-D/6-311+G(d,p) level is shown in Figure 1. The global minimum optimized structures of the stationary points of the reaction R3 are also shown. It should be noted that the unimolecular pathways to DIO, SOZ and VHP may not show the global minimum conformers for their corresponding saddle point and product stationary points; instead, the conformer that was optimized in our first optimization attempt is shown. Therefore, the barrier height and enthalpy of reaction of these pathways may be a little lower. This is also the case of the complex of the HCOOH-catalysed pathway to VHP.

Figure 1. Potential energy profile (ZPE corrected) of the possible reaction pathways to the consumption of CI-C6 at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p)//ωB97X-D/6-311+G(d,p) level. Energy is defined with respect to the energy of the reactants (CI-C6/CI-C6 + HCOOH).

The formation of SOZ from a thermalized CI is favoured kinetically and thermodynamically, with a barrier height and heat of reaction much lower than that of VHP and DIO unimolecular pathways. However, in the presence of HCOOH the formation of VHP is efficiently catalysed and becomes barrier-less, with a submerged barrier at -5.0 kcal mol⁻¹. The process is highly
exothermic, with enthalpy of reaction of -23.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). This could enhance VHP production among the other possible pathways of the reaction of C6-Cl with HCOOH. We note that this conclusion is subject to the formation of SCIs with long enough lifetimes to react bimolecularly with carboxylic acids. For instance, while cyclohexene ozonolysis does not yield SCI at atmospheric pressure,\(^{29}\) larger and more atmospherically relevant VOCs do,\(^{30}\) especially if the double bond attacked by ozone is in the exocyclic position.

Furthermore, we have computed rate coefficients for the reaction R3 in the temperature interval 230 – 2000 K using the multistructural variational transition state theory, which accounts for the effect of the multiple conformers of the reactants and saddle point on the rate coefficient (multistructural anharmonicity). We calculated the rate coefficient in a broad temperature range to shed light upon its temperature dependence. To do so, the search for the conformers was carried out by rotating the dihedral angles, exploring all the possible combinations. We found 394, 2 and 59 distinguishable structures for C6-Cl, HCOOH, and saddle point, respectively, which are convertible into each other by internal rotations of the dihedrals (the global minimum structures are shown in Figure 1). The torsion around the C–O bond of C6-Cl corresponds to the \(\text{syn} – \text{Cl} \leftrightarrow \text{anti} – \text{Cl}\) isomerization, whose barrier height was estimated to be \(\approx 43\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\).

The large internal energy of the SCIs could potentially facilitate interconversion of their conformers; however, this will not be the case for the torsion around the C–O bond due its large barrier. Given that all the conformers of the saddle point are \(\text{syn}\)-conformers facilitating simultaneous transfer of two atoms, we believe that the \(\text{anti}\)-C6-Cl conformers will not play a role in the studied reaction because they will not be likely converted into \(\text{syn}\)-C6-Cl, and thus were not considered in the kinetic calculations. Although less prominent due to its lower stability, the formation of the \(\text{anti}\)-C6-Cl conformer should be also expected in the ozonolysis process, as has been observed for other SCIs.\(^{30}\)

The harmonic vibrational frequencies of the global minimum structures of the stationary points of the studied reaction are listed in Table 1 at the \(\omega\text{B97X-D/6-311+G(d,p)}\) level. Some key optimized bond distances are also shown. Important information can be inferred from the values of the O–O and C–O bond distances of C6-Cl regarding its electronic character, that is, zwitterion or diradical. It is known that a purely diradical character leads to an even distribution of the \(\pi\) electron density over the C–O–O group, resulting in similar C–O and O–O bond...
This is not the case of the C6-CI, which shows a shorter C–O bond suggesting a double bond and thus a zwitterionic character.

Table 1. Harmonic vibrational frequencies and optimized geometric parameters of the global minimum structures of the stationary points of the reaction C6−Cl + HCOOH → VHP + HCOOH at the ωB97X-D/6-311+G(d,p) level. The point group is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Geometry b</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C6-CI (C1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r O(18)–O(19)</td>
<td>1.358</td>
<td>3216, 3137, 3121, 3104, 3065, 3060, 3053, 3051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r C(16)–O(18)</td>
<td>1.254</td>
<td>3025, 2921, 1839, 1613, 1503, 1490, 1477, 1446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1425, 1408, 1396, 1384, 1383, 1356, 1307, 1279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1232, 1202, 1126, 1103, 1079, 1024, 989, 969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>916, 913, 869, 818, 796, 700, 679, 659, 551, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>351, 331, 256, 181, 159, 144, 123, 71, 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCOOH (C1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3821, 3084, 1856, 1413, 1315, 1163, 1068, 684, 642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex (C1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r O(22)–H(23)</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>3181, 3152, 3124, 3111, 3095, 3087, 3070, 3059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r H(23)–O(19)</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>3043, 3037, 3016, 2901, 1838, 1794, 1632, 1514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r O(24)–H(14)</td>
<td>2.130</td>
<td>1494, 1486, 1457, 1432, 1428, 1411, 1400, 1397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r H(14)–C(13)</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>1391, 1381, 1347, 1321, 1302, 1269, 1232, 1226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1143, 1135, 1093, 1080, 1052, 1041, 1004, 972, 925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>891, 873, 826, 792, 747, 699, 689, 653, 533, 451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>350, 303, 277, 265, 238, 210, 183, 128, 120, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98, 49, 32, 31, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddle point (C1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r O(22)–H(23)</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>3201, 3163, 3128, 3126, 3100, 3081, 3066, 3036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r H(23)–O(19)</td>
<td>1.058</td>
<td>2990, 2929, 2210, 1837, 1819, 1692, 1652, 1502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r O(24)–H(14)</td>
<td>3.246</td>
<td>1497, 1492, 1478, 1453, 1430, 1417, 1402, 1398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r H(14)–C(13)</td>
<td>1.218</td>
<td>1397, 1384, 1350, 1307, 1294, 1235, 1226, 1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1131, 1124, 1098, 1082, 1062, 1032, 995, 986, 959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>935, 877, 862, 817, 777, 763, 729, 545, 514, 453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>407, 358, 305, 279, 225, 216, 188, 148, 111, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90, 73, 58, 41, 39, 4i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHP (C1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3665, 3201, 3175, 3125, 3113, 3090, 3064, 3048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3040, 2923, 1829, 1741, 1500, 1497, 1493, 1472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1429, 1421, 1385, 1370, 1340, 1297, 1277, 1228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1221, 1146, 1092, 1086, 1065, 1007, 983, 965, 956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>884, 835, 808, 770, 644, 594, 576, 513, 424, 383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>317, 258, 231, 206, 160, 130, 75, 47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a Distances are in angstroms, and frequencies in cm\(^{-1}\). b See Figures S1 and S2 of the supporting information for the labelling.

The saddle point is characterized by a low imaginary frequency, 394 cm\(^{-1}\). All the optimized conformers found for the stationary points of the studied reaction have been characterized as minima or saddle points by means of a vibrational frequency analysis.

The saddle point must adopt a constrained geometry with two collinear angles to allow a double hydrogen atom transfer reaction; this reduces its conformational space and may result in steric impediments, explaining the fewer conformers formed by the saddle point than by the reactant C6-Cl. The flexible structure of C6-Cl also forms more stable conformers by inducing more and stronger intramolecular C–H···O hydrogen bonds than those formed in the rigid structure of the saddle point. This effect is shown in the green upper panel of Figure 2, with a potential energy distribution of the syn-C6-Cl and saddle point conformers; the energy is shown on the green upper axis, and the values of the distributions are indicated in % on the bars. The potential energy profile of the reaction with the global minimum structures is also given (blue lower panel and axis). The energy values are reported relative to that of the global minimum and without the ZPE correction.

**Figure 2.** Potential energy distribution (without the ZPE correction, units % on bars) of the conformers of the reactant C6-Cl and saddle point at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p)//ωB97X-D/6-311+G(d,p) level. Energy is defined relative to that of the global minimum.
The energy distribution of the saddle point is much wider and peaks at higher energies. The low-energy conformers of C6-CI are folded with the two terminal oxygen atoms pointing at the hydrogen atoms of the chain. By contrast, the high-energy conformers adopt a more linear structure or a folded one with the hydrogen atoms of the chain too close to each other. The same trend was observed in the saddle point, although with fewer and weaker C–H···O bonds due to its tight structure and steric effects. Thus, the stabilizing effect of the C–H···O bonds takes place in a larger extent in the reactant C6-CI than in the saddle point, which may help to increase the barrier height and thereby hinder the catalytic effect of the HCOOH. This effect could be more remarkable in large CIs due to their flexible carbon chain (see Section 1 of the Supporting Information). However, hydrogen bonds can also increase the free energy by reducing the entropy, and both energy contributions should be considered to get reliable conclusions. The free energy barrier for the reaction R3 is 6.8 kcal mol\(^{-1}\).

The nature of the C–H···O hydrogen bonds has also been assessed by means of a natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis. These orbitals can be considered as one centre localized (lone pairs) or two centres localized (bonds) orbitals, that is, as in a Lewis structure, and they are obtained by the transformation of the canonical orbitals of the basis set by using atomic natural and natural hybrid orbitals (ANO and NHO). Specifically, we analysed the occupation of different antibonding molecular orbitals associated to the C–H bonds of the chain of the reactant C6-CI, \(\sigma^*_{C=H}\), as well as their lone pair orbitals of the terminal oxygen atoms, \(n_{O=O}\) (peroxy group) and \(n_{C=O}\) (carbonyl group).

For instance, the occupation of the \(\sigma^*_{C(7)-H(9)}\), \(\sigma^*_{C(10)-H(12)}\), \(\sigma^*_{C(4)-H(6)}\), and \(\sigma^*_{C(13)-H(15)}\) orbitals of the conformer shown in Figure S1(a) of the Supporting Information is 0.01067, 0.01091, 0.01165 and 0.01314, respectively, while that of the \(n_{O=O}\) and \(n_{C=O}\) lone pair orbitals is slightly lower than 2.0, ranging from 1.9099 to 1.99216. This is an indication of electron density transfer from the \(n_{O=O}\) and \(n_{C=O}\) lone pair orbitals, donors, to the \(\sigma^*_{C=H}\) orbitals, acceptors, and thus of C–H···O hydrogen bonds. This effect is even more pronounced in the C6-CI global minimum conformer, in which the occupancy of the \(\sigma^*_{C(16)-H(17)}\) orbital becomes as large as 0.01576.

We also used the M05-2X\(^{32}\) and M06-2X\(^{33}\) density functional methods for the optimization and characterization of the stationary points of the titled reaction, which have been also proven to perform well in predicting barrier heights and describing non-covalent interactions such as
hydrogen bonds. However, we were not able to optimize a few of the saddle point conformers found in our conformational search by using them, and these conformers would have been missed in the multistructural treatment. For instance, the global minimum conformer of the saddle point found with the ωB97X-D method could not be optimized with the M05-2X and M06-2X methods, which instead derived that geometry to a different one, resulting in a barrier height of -3.4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) (excluding the ZPE contribution) at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p)//M05-2X/6-311+G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p)//M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) levels. As for the reaction energy, these methods yielded values of -24.1 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) and -23.8 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively, in agreement with the value obtained with the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d,p)//ωB97X-D/6-311+G(d,p) level (see Figure 2 for comparison).

The differences in the potential energy distributions of the conformers of the reactant C6CI and saddle point also have implications in the kinetics of the studied reaction by means of multistructural anharmonicity. The multistructural partition functions of the reactants and saddle point were calculated including torsional anharmonicity and a coupled torsional potential, MS-T(C). With this information, we calculated the multistructural anharmonicity factors for the aforementioned species as well as the total factor for the reaction: \( F_{\text{C6-Cl}}^{\text{MS-T(C)}} \), \( F_{\text{HCOOH}}^{\text{MS-T(C)}} \), \( F_{\text{SP}}^{\text{MS-T(C)}} \) and \( F^{\text{MS-T(C)}} \). These factors are given at different temperatures in Table S1 and Figure S3 of the Supporting Information (Section 2). The multistructural anharmonicity is more significant in the reactant C6-CI \( (F_{\text{C6-Cl}}^{\text{MS-T(C)}} (298 \text{ K}) = 102.5) \) than in the saddle point \( (F_{\text{SP}}^{\text{MS-T(C)}} (298 \text{ K}) = 31.7) \), and negligible in HCOOH below 500 K \( (F_{\text{HCOOH}}^{\text{MS-T(C)}} (298 \text{ K}) = 1.0) \). As a result, the multistructural anharmonicity factor for the reaction \( C6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH \) is lower than 1.0 in the whole temperature range \( (F^{\text{MS-T(C)}} (298 \text{ K}) = 0.3) \). These low values of \( F^{\text{MS-T(C)}} \), and thus the hindering effect of the multistructural anharmonicity, should be attributed not only to the differences in the number of conformers of the reactant C6-CI and saddle point, but also to their different relative stability. The lower is the energy of a conformer, the larger is its contribution to the multistructural partition function. Due to the narrow energy distribution of the C6-CI conformers, even the higher-energy conformers contribute to the C6-CI multistructural partition function. The broad energy distribution of the saddle point makes many of its conformers play an unimportant role. These results are shown on Figure S4 in the Supporting Information.

Therefore, although the HCOOH exerts a remarkable catalytic effect by lowering the barrier
height, the reactivity is also hindered by means of multistructural anharmonicity, thereby partially cancelling out the catalytic effect.

Using the multistructural anharmonicity factors we computed the rate coefficients $k^{MS-T(C)}$, which are tabulated in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 3 as a function of temperature. For comparison purposes, the rate coefficients without multistructural anharmonicity ($k^{CVT}$) computed using the conventional canonical transition state theory with torsional anharmonicity, are also given; these rate coefficients were calculated using Eq. 8 with the single-structural rotational-vibrational partition functions given in Eq. 4, instead of the multistructural ones defined in Eq. 2. Quantum effects on the reaction coordinate are not important. The $k^{MS-T(C)}$ rate coefficients show a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence with a minimum at 1000 K, as well as a weak temperature dependence beyond 1000 K. Non-Arrhenius behavior has been reported for other reactions\textsuperscript{34,35} with submerged barriers, resulting from a change of the activation energy from positive to negative as temperature decreases. In the studied reaction that change occurs at 1000 K, and the rate coefficient increases at lower temperatures. The rate coefficients between 230 K and 320 K, which are more useful in atmospheric chemistry, were noted to obey conventional Arrhenius equation and were fitted to the following expression

$$k^{MS-T(C)}(T) = 9.30 \times 10^6 T^{0.31} \exp\left(\frac{5070}{RT}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Comparing $k^{MS-T(C)}$ and $k^{CVT}$, it can be seen that the multistructural anharmonicity plays an important role; its hindering effect is more remarkable at temperatures near 350 K, where the factor $F^{MS-T(C)}$ shows a minimum ($F^{MS-T(C)}(350 K) = 0.3$). Including this effect in the kinetic calculations can be critical for accurate predictions, but computationally expensive in large reactive systems.
Table 2. Rate coefficients (cm$^3$·molecule$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$) for the reaction $C6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH$ with ($k^{MS-T(C)}$) and without ($k^{CVT}$) multistructural anharmonicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ (K)</th>
<th>$k^{MS-T(C)}/10^{-12}$</th>
<th>$k^{CVT}/10^{-12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>5.568</td>
<td>16.664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.535</td>
<td>10.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>2.338</td>
<td>7.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.598</td>
<td>4.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>1.130</td>
<td>3.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>2.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>1.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>1.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>1.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Plots of $k^{MS-T(C)}$ and $k^{CVT}$ (cm$^3$·molecule$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$) versus $T$ (K).

We shall finalize by discussing the impact of the complex in the entry channel on the reaction kinetics; this complex lies on a well which is about -12.3 kcal mol$^{-1}$ (see Figure 2) below the
reactants, and may lead to think of the studied reaction as a step-wise process with two consecutive steps

\[ C_6 - CI + HCOOH \rightleftharpoons \text{Complex} \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH \]

The first and second consecutive steps of the abovementioned scheme would be controlled by an outer and inner transition state, respectively, being the inner transition state the one considered in our kinetic calculations. However, the classical energy barrier to the second step, that is, the conversion of the complex into the final products, is 8.8 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) (see Figure 2), while the first step to form the complex from the reactants is barrier-less. Thus, we assumed that the barrier associated to the saddle point considered in our kinetic calculations represents the bottleneck of the overall process, and considered it as an elementary reaction \( C_6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH \).

IV. Conclusions

We calculated the rate coefficients of the double hydrogen isomerization reaction of the Criegee intermediate hexanal-6-oxide radical, C6-CI, catalyzed by HCOOH, to produce vinylhydroperoxide (VHP), \( C_6 - CI + HCOOH \rightarrow VHP + HCOOH \). The multistructural anharmonicity turned out to have a hindering effect on the reactivity, which is attributed to the differences in the number and stability of the conformers formed by the reactants, C6-CI and HCOOH, and the saddle point of the reaction.

The result of the competition between the positive effect of the catalyzer HCOOH and the negative effect of the multistructural anharmonicity in the studied reaction is a moderately large rate coefficient with non-Arrhenius temperature dependence. These findings lead us to the conclusion that reactions between SCIs and carboxylic acids may be an important intermediate step in the consumption and release of key biogenic emissions and VHPs, respectively, especially in areas rich in carboxylic acids and at low temperatures. These VHPs will generally undergo dissociation releasing OH radicals in the troposphere, and thus enhance its oxidizing capacity. Upon dissociation, VHPs also release vinoxy radicals, whose oxidation is a common route to HOM species, which have been recently shown to be an important atmospheric source of SOA. It is well known that SOA have an important impact on climate and human health.

Thus, unraveling the fate and role of large VOCs and SCIs as SOA precursors is a key and challenging problem in atmospheric chemistry. Theoretically, the large number of heavy atoms
present in those species makes the calculations an unfeasible task; experimentally, the
determination of the rate coefficients for a specific reactive channel can be tremendously hard
even for the smallest SCIs, and commonly only the rate of SCI consumption is determined. The
studied reaction may be a useful prototype to model and understand the reactivity of carboxylic
acids with larger SCIs produced in the ozonolysis of abundant VOCs such as monoterpenes,
which share a common structural unit but are harder to assess computationally.
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